
Instructions: Easter decoration made from clay paper and chenille wire
Instructions No. 1324
 Difficulty: Beginner

Make the Easter decoration myself? With this instruction incl. template you can do this in no time. Whether chickens, chicks, sheep, Easter baskets or
butterflies: typical Easter symbols are created in this guide from simple materials such as Felt, Chenille wire, clothes pegs and Craft cardboard sheet 

Print templates and get started:How do

I make spring-like butterflies? 
To make butterflies, two differently coloured chenille wires are bent in the middle and then twisted together twice. The upper ends are twisted into feelers.
If necessary, shorten the two lower ends a little bit - the wire body is ready. For the butterfly body cut out the template and glue it together. Clothes pegs are
glued to the back of the wings, these are later used to easily attach the butterflies to ribbons, flower arrangements or similar. The wire body is glued to the
wings and the lower ends are wound into small wire circles. A few Wobbly eyes are attached to the Chenille wire . The butterfly can now be decorated
individually, e.g. with small dots or other lovely details. 

How do you finish Napkin holder as a sheep or rabbit? 
For the cute Napkin holder transfer the template to Coloured paper and cut it out. Glue the individual components together to fit and then glue Wobbly eyes
and a small tails made of pompon on top. You can paint the face with an edding pen 

How do I make the Easter basket? 
The template for the Easter basket is transferred to light green Coloured paper The flowers are punched out with a Craft Punch with flower motif. Flowers in
different colours and sizes are suitable for a particularly spring-like design. The flowers are glued together. The grass for the basket is now also glued
together, the handle is also glued to the grass, so that a basket is formed. For a good stability the handle is glued as deep as possible in the basket. The
basket is decorated with the flowers and filled with decorative grass. How are chickens and chicks made? The first step is to transfer the pattern to
Coloured paper and glue it together. For the legs Satin ribbon is cut to size and fixed on the back with Handicraft glue . The ends of the satin ribbon cuts are



decorated with a Pearl as foot. To do this, simply attach a knot under Pearl . glue Wobbly eyes and Feathers and punch a hole through the top of the head
with a punch. A hanging ribbon can be attached here. How do you make the flower? The pattern is transferred and cut out. The large flower is the actual
flower, the small flower should be made in green Coloured paper . Then the Paper is folded accordingly. The small flower is now placed over the large flower
and a hole is punched in the middle of the superimposed flowers. Green Chenille wire is threaded through the hole. At the inner end of the Chenille wire
Satin ribbon is knotted and at each end a Pearl is pulled up and fixed with a knot. Above the flower, another Chenille wire can be formed into leaves.

How are the paper balls made?
To make the paper balls, Coloured paper is cut into 1.5 cm wide strips on the long side. The Paper strips are now punched at the ends and in the middle 
Now double Satin ribbon and thread a Pearl at each end and fix it with a knot. Then make a knot in Ribbon in the desired length (about 10 - 20 cm above the
ends with Pearl) and thread the strips in the middle hole and fix them with a knot. About 10 cm above that the strips are threaded into the outer holes and
fixed with knots above. The Paper strips have to be straightened a little bit to get a nice Paper-egg 

How do you make the flower tendril from Felt? 
bring Chenille wire in green to the desired length and, if necessary, twist two strands together. Close each end with a loop and twist well together. Loosely
wrap the created Chenille wire-skein with light green Chenille wire . Form always times individual sheets and bloom styles. For the flowers Chenille wire is
formed in Pink and white in 5 sheets to a flower and yellow Chenille wire is rolled up and stuck on as a pistil. The flowers are glued to the garland and styles
with hot glue. 

Article number Article name Qty
601093 VBS Wobbly eyes to glue on "Mix", 100 pieces 1
664752 VBS Wooden clips 1
111065 VBS Handicraft glue 1
652551 Pompoms "Colors & Sizes Mix", 100 pieces 1
566896-02 edding 400 "Permanent Marker" Red 1
133296 Handicraft scissors "Hobby" 1
705875 Carbonless copy paper, yellow 1
111065 VBS Handicraft glue 1
640602-49 Wooden beads, Ø 10 mm, approx. 50 piecesColourful 1
412124-30 Satin ribbon, 3 mmRed 1
412124-80 Satin ribbon, 3 mmWhite 1
610766-05 Marabou feathers, about 15 piecesYellow 1

Article information:
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